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About the journal

Aims & Scope

Comprehensive Psychiatry is an open access, peer-reviewed journal that publishes on all aspects of psychiatry and mental health. The mission of this journal is to disseminate cutting edge knowledge in order to improve patient care and advance the understanding of mental illness. With the support of an expanded international team of editors and peer reviewers, we aim to publish high quality papers with a particular emphasis on the clinical implications of the work including the improved understanding of psychopathology. We encourage our authors to adopt an accessible approach to presenting their findings, to promote the fullest engagement with clinicians and other interested parties. Through our new open access policy, we expect our papers will deliver the widest global impact, opening up fruitful scientific engagement with researchers outside the immediate circle, as well as with mental health clinicians, interested policy-makers and the public.
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Calls for papers

A dimensional perspective of affective, addictive and psychotic spectrum conditions: implications for clinical management and treatment
Guest editors: Prof. Bernardo Dell’Osso and Prof. Gianluca Serafini

Guest editors: Prof. Bernardo Dell’Osso and Prof. Gianluca Serafini


Highlighting tailored mental ill- health prevention and support programs for people exposed to traumatic events in the course of their work including veterans and first responders
Guest editors: Dr. Sue Lukersmith, Dr. Cara Büsst, Dr. Giulio Castelpietra, Dr. Shuichi Suetani
The special issue focuses on programs evaluated for effectiveness, that consider the context including workplace culture, gender, health related behaviours, peer and family supports.
Submission deadline: 31 October 2024

Special Section: Obsessive-compulsive and related disorders Section
Guest editor: Professor Jose M Menchon
Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder (OCD) is moving from being a hidden condition to becoming a more visible clinical issue, as is the obsessive-compulsive spectrum and related disorders. Furthermore, compulsivity as a neurobehavioural and …
Submission deadline: 31 December 2024
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Hooked on our devices: the problematic use of the internet health challenge
Edited by Konstantinos Ioannidis


20 February 2024


Psychiatry in Africa
Edited by Christine Lochner, Symon Kariuki


6 November 2023


Mental Health, War Trauma and Migration
Edited by Marit Sijbrandij, Ashraf Kagee, Ceren Acartürk


6 September 2023


Multi-Journal Special Issue: Obsessive Compulsive Disorder

29 March 2023
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